Multiple point target tracking in the presence of dense clutter requires tracking maneuvering and non-maneuvering targets simultaneously in the absence of any apriori information about target dynamics. We propose a tracking algorithm based on interacting multiple model (IMM) which exploits the genetic algorithm for data association. In the proposed algorithm no observation is assigned to any trajectory, but assignment weight is calculated using the genetic algorithm for validated observations for each trajectory. For inclusion of multiple models, the likelihood of an observation is modelled by mixture probability density function (pdf). The proposed algorithm provides robust data association and inclusion of different dynamic models for the target allows one to track an arbitrary trajectory.
INTRODUCTION
The performance of multi target tracking (MTT) system depends on, (i) the data association method used for measurement to track assignment and (ii) the model selected to track the movement of a target. The most common method for data association is nearest neighbor (NN) method. But there is always uncertainty about the origin of measurement and hence, it may result in a false track. The performance of NN method degrades in a dense clutter environment. To avoid this uncertainty about the origin of a measurement, probabilistic data association filter (PDAF) and multiple hypotheses tracking (MHT) have been developed in [1] . To reduce the computational complexity of PDAF and MHT, joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDA) [2] and probabilistic multiple hypotheses tracking (PMHT) algorithm [3] have been proposed. Though the JPDA algorithm has excellent performance, the computational burden is too heavy with large number of targets and observations. On the other hand PMHT uses the centroid of measurements to update state, and hence it is sensitive to the size of validation region and the amount of clutter falling in it. IMM NN, IMM PDAF, and IMM have been used successfully for target tracking [4, 5] . Nevertheless, IMM NN and IMM PDAF have the same disadvantages (mentioned earlier) of NN and PDAF methods. To overcome the above problems with data association and tracking arbitrary trajectory, earlier we have proposed PMHT based multiple model algorithm [6] and IMM EM algorithm [7] . Both these algorithms give excellent performance, nevertheless due to the iterative nature of these algorithms, the computational burden is quite heavy.
In this paper we propose a method which calculates assignment weights using the genetic algorithm and performs state update in a single step only. Genetic algorithm is widely used to solve complex optimization problem; unfortunately, there is no guarantee of obtaining the optimal assignment. But it does provide a set of potential solutions in the process of finding the best solution. In [8] , the neural energy function is optimized for solving the data association problem. The drawback with the neural net based approach is that it requires large number of iterations and the selection of coefficients is by trial and error. In our approach, we do not use neural energy function as it is used in [8] . In the proposed method the likelihood of an observation is modelled as a mixture pdf to incorporate multiple model explicitly. It allows one to track any arbitrary trajectory. To calculate assignment weights, a JPDA based approach is used along with the genetic algorithm. JPDA evaluates all feasible events of observation-to-track association and hence, computationally it is expensive. In our approach, we use all the best solutions (tuples) from all generations given by the genetic algorithm to calculate the assignment weights. These best tuples act as most likely feasible events. The number of best tuples found using the genetic algorithm is much less compared to the number of feasible events used in the JPDA. It reduces the amount computations to a great extent, and it is also free from the disadvantages of IMM NN and IMM PDAF methods.
GENETIC IMM TRACKING ALGORITHM
In this section, the problem is described in multimodel frame work for data association and tracking. We assume that there may be multiple measurements from the same target, or the target may be occluded or there is no measurement from the target. Let Nt be the number of targets at time k, and it may vary with time. Φ k represents concatenated combined state estimates for all targets t = 1, . . . , Nt, i.e.
where Φ t,k is combined state estimate at time instant k for target t. The state at time instant k by model m for target t is represented by φ m k (t). Let the observation process Y k and its realization, the observations at time instant k be denoted by a vector
T , where N k denotes the number of measurements obtained at time k, N k may also vary with time. To assign measurements to targets, an association process defined as Z k is formed. It is used to represent the true but unknown origin of measurements. z k is a realization of an association process at time instant k, and it is referred to as an association matrix.
For each model, a validation matrix (association matrix) is defined. For IMM, we represent z k as combined (logically OR operation) realization of Z k and is defined as,
Here M is the total number of models used in the IMM algorithm.
falls in validation gate of target t 0 otherwise Validation gate is formed around the predicted position given by the combined target state prediction. Using this combined association matrix z k , a combined likelihood measure matrix E is formed, where each entry E(t, i) is given by
where p(y k,i |Φ t k ) represents the likelihood of the observation given a combined state estimate Φ t (k|k−1) for target t at time k, and it is treated as mixture probability. It is defined as
where
is the likelihood of observation given a state estimate φ m k (t) for model m and target t at time instant k. Each pdf in a mixture is weighted by the model probability µ m (t).
The combined likelihood measure matrix E, given by (3), is used by the genetic algorithm.
Genetic Based Data Association
Genetic algorithm and its variants have been extensively used for solving complex non-linear optimization problems [9, 10] . Genetic algorithm is based on salient operators like crossover, mutation and selection. Initially, a random set of population of elements that represent the candidate solutions is created. Crossover and mutation operations are applied on the set of population elements to generate a new set of offsprings which serve as new candidate solutions. Each element of the population of elements is assigned a fitness value (quality value) which is an indication of the performance measure. In our formulation the likelihood measure E(t, i) is considered as a fitness value while designing the fitness function. In a given generation, out of the parents and the generated offsprings a set of elements are chosen based on a suitable selection mechanism. Each population of elements is represented by a string of symbols. The symbol may be either binary or real number. Each string is known as a chromosome. In our formulation, we form a string consisting of target number as a symbol. It represents a solution for data association problem i.e. observation to track (target) pairing. This string is also called as tuple. For example, with 4 measurements and 5 targets, a solution string (tuple) (2 1 4 3) indicates that observation number 1 is assigned to target 2, observation number 2 is assigned to target 1, observation number 3 is assigned to target 4, and so on. 0 in a string indicates that corresponding observation is not assigned to any target. It may be a false alarm or a new target. If tuple is indicated by symbol n then the quality of solution is represented by function f (n), which is a fitness function. In our case, f (n) is defined as, f (n) = i E(t, i) where i is the observation index and t represents target number from the given tuple n. Initial population is selected from the total population space, i.e. all possible tuples. We adopt the JPDA approach which evaluates only feasible tuples, and hence the initial population consists of feasible solutions. Note that JPDA is used only for evaluating the initial population.
In our proposed method, the population size is determined dynamically. It is followed by crossover and mutation operation. These two operations are repeated for the specified number of generations or till terminating criterion is satisfied. For each generation, population set from the previous generation acts as an initial population set. The crossover operation is applied with a crossover probability. In crossover operation, two tuples are randomly chosen from the population. Then, two random indices are selected and all symbols between these two indices are swapped between two tuples selected for crossover operation. The swapping process may result in a tuple where more than one observations might be assigned to the same target and hence yields an inconsistent solution. In order to obtain a consistent solution we adopt the following crossover operation.
Let s1 and s2 be two tuples randomly chosen for crossover; next two indices p1 and p2 (p1 < p2) are randomly selected. Between these two indices all symbols between tuples s1 and s2 are swapped. Say symbol A at index m (p1 ≤ m ≤ p2) from s1 is to be swapped with corresponding symbol B in s2. If symbol A appears in s2 at any index other then m, say it appears at index r in s2, then symbols at index m and r in s2 are swapped. Subsequently, the symbol at m in s1 is replaced by symbol at r in s2. This process prevents the assignment of a track to multiple measurements. The above process is also applied to symbol B in s2.
Mutation operation is applied to both new solutions (tuples) obtained from the parent tuples. The mutation operation is applied with a mutation probability. In mutation operation, a random index is chosen in a tuple and it is set to mutate. First an attempt is made to mutate the observation-to-track association to the track that is unassigned in this tuple. If there is none than, it is swapped with another target number (track number) which is chosen randomly in the same tuple. After each crossover and mutation operation, these tuples are marked to indicate that the tuples are visited. This helps in the selection of two other tuples for crossover and mutation operation. Thus, all tuples are visited, and new tuples are formed. The solutions or tuples for the next generation are selected from these old and new tuples. We define the best tuple is one that has the highest fitness value defined by function f (n). It may happen that the best solution may be missed during this operation. To take care of this, the best fit tuple in a given generation is preserved for future use.
Once the genetic algorithm is over, an assignment weight matrix is evaluated using JPDA based approach. To take advantage of JPDA's excellent performance, and simultaneously to reduce the computational burden, all best tuples from all generations are used to evaluate assignment weights. These best tuples act as most likely feasible events and now, the assignment weight (association probability) for an observation to the given target is calculated by summing over all joint events in which the marginal event of interest occurs. From simulation, it is found that number of feasible events, which are best tuples (most likely feasible events) found using the genetic algorithm, are much less compared to number of feasible events used in JPDA scheme.
Let the assignment weight matrix be M, each entry M(t, i) in this matrix indicates assignment weight for assigning an observation i to target (track) t.
M(t, i)
4) where G represents a set of best solutions from all generation obtained using the genetic algorithm. p{θit|Y K } denotes probability of the event in which measurement i is assigned to target t, and is obtained by summing over all events in which measurement i is assigned to track t. Here, p{θ|Y k } is given by,
where c is the normalization constant. Here, θ represents an event (tuple).
In equation (6), left side is a product of likelihood of each observation j for a given event θit, in which measurement i is assigned to target t.
where θit(k, j) represents the j th entry in tuple θit. At the j th index in a tuple if we have a non zero entry s, it means that measurement j is assigned to target s in a given event θit. Then, Ns j [yj(k)] represents likelihood of the measurement j assigned to target s. For simple case, it can be modelled as Gaussian distribution and can be written as
whereŷ s i (k|k − 1) is the predicted measurement and S s i (k) is the innovation covariance matrix. For our case, likelihood of a measurement is treated as mixture pdf and it is given by (2). But with genetic algorithm, we have used normalized likelihood, which is defined in (3). Observation not associated to any target is assumed uniformly distributed with probability value equal to 1/V . For simulation, the value for V −1 is set to 0.01. Now, equation (6) can be written as
is a number of false measurements (zero entries in a tuple). After calculating assignment weights for each target t and measurement i for which z k (t, i) = 1, the entries in assignment matrix M are normalized so that in each row sum of assignment weights equals to 1.0.
After the normalization of assignment matrix M, it is used to update target state using the Gauss-Newton method and followed by prediction, which is described in [7] . It is important to note that the target state update is performed in a single step not in an iterative mode.
IMM Based Tracking
IMM filtering has mainly two steps: measurement update and time update. These steps are repeated for each target t (1 ≤ t ≤ Nt).
Calculate the likelihood for each model
which is used to update the model probability. 
Gauss-Newton method is used to update the model state vector φ
The covariance of the state vector is updated using an approximation 
whereφ 0m and P 0m are the model-conditional initialization for the state vector and the covariance matrix.
. ξim is the transition probability. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
Synthetic IR images were generated using real time temperature data [11] . For simulation, the generated frame size is 1024 × 256 and very high target movement of ±20 pixels per frame. Maneuvering trajectories are generated using the B-Spline function. It is important to note that these generated trajectories do not follow any specific model. In our simulations, we have used constant acceleration (CA) and Singers' maneuver model (SMM) for IMM. For the simulations, the number of generations is set to 20. By default, the number of solutions is set to 8. If the number of possible tuples (solutions) are less than the specified number, it is set Fig. 1 . Tracked trajectories at frame number 44 -ir50 clip (0.05% clutter).
to the minimum of these two numbers. The initial crossover and mutation probability are set to 0.650 and 0.010 respectively. The choice of these parameters for the genetic algorithm is application dependent and in our case we have obtained these after extensive simulations. The tracked trajectories for clip ir50 with 0.05% clutter are shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 the real trajectory is shown with a solid line, whereas predicted trajectory is shown using a dotted line with the same color. Due to space limitation the plots for the model probability and for the prediction error are not depicted here. Using the proposed tracking algorithm, mean prediction error in position is depicted in Table A for different trajectories for different clips without clutter and with clutter. The 0.05% clutter level gives 3 to 4 false measurements on an average in the validation region of size 28 × 28 formed around the predicted position for the tracking. We also compared our genetic based tracking algorithm with earlier proposed methods [6, 7] . The mean prediction error in position for different trajectories are found less in most of the cases with the proposed method compared to earlier methods. Even earlier methods fail to track with 0.05% clutter level in ir50 and ir49 clips [6, 7] .
CONCLUSION
From the extensive simulations it is concluded that proposed genetic based data association method is robust and efficient in terms of computations. All validated measurements are used to update state along with assignment weights and hence, it avoids the uncertainty due to the centroid of the observations as in the case of PMHT and IMM PMHT. The mixture pdf takes care of model likelihood for a given observation with multiple models and it allows us to track an arbitrary trajectory in the presence of dense clutter.
